Board 49 Rating Observation Guidelines
Observation Guidelines- Guideline for individuals to use when observing and rating another official.
These guidelines should be used by all officials as just that………..guidelines to help us all become the
best officials we can become.
Start of the game- Is the official on-time; does he/she appear sharp; Toss, is it the proper height? Is it
accurate? Was the arrow checked?
Signals- proper; official takes proper amount of time in initial call; sharp but not over-emphatic; does
the official use non-approved signals; does the official use appropriate verbiage?
PCA- does the official accept the play/ball; does the official give up the play/ball; field of vision cone;
demonstrates working knowledge of positions A,B, and C as the Lead; moves to improve; as trail, is in
the game.
Transition- stays ready and reads the situation; does not retreat unless situation calls for it; trail does
not leave the end line too soon; crew advances with play.
Foul Ruling- Official uses appropriate verbiage; has composure; doesn’t hurry from site; informs partner
of shooter; indicates throw-in spot; doesn’t move through players; hustles to and from reporting area; if
non-calling official, freezes when call is made to observe players;
Free Throw Administration- Proper free-thrower; aware of the # of shots; proper positions; proper
presentation; aware of lane responsibilities; does not retreat on shot.
Violations- takes time; proper and thorough signals; uses appropriate verbiage; indicates throw-in spot.
Throw-in Administration- Official makes eye contact with partner before putting ball into play; off
official makes sure of proper # of players; ball taken at proper throw-in spot; proper signal (designated
spot or may run the end line); uses appropriate verbiage.
Counting- sharp; accurate; always a backcourt count; always a closely-guarded count
Other














ID pivot foot/traveling
Dead Ball efficiency
Time outs/positioning
Continuous Motion accurately applied
Closely guarded rule applied
Rebound play monitored and accurate
Guarding, Block/Charge
Screening monitored and accurate
Hand checking
Overall contact- concern for and application of rule properly applied
Substitutions
Demonstrates professionalism, confidence, composure
Official is Fair- always; Firm- when necessary; Friendly- when necessary

